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Abstract. First, we introduce and discuss a new operation of product of n-ary relational systems
which lies, as for generality, between their direct product and the direct product of their reflexive
hulls. Then we study the power of n-ary relational systems obtained as the subsystem of their
direct power carried by strong homomorphisms. We show that, with respect to the new operation
of product, the power of n-ary relational systems studied satisfies week forms of the first and
second exponential laws and, with respect to the direct product and direct sum, it satisfies the
third exponential law.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In his pioneering papers [2] and [3], G. Birkhoff introduced and studied the oper-
ation of a cardinal power of partially ordered sets and showed the validity of the first,
second and third exponential laws for the operation, i.e.,
.AB/C Š ABC - the first exponential law,Q
i2I ABi Š .
Q
i2I Ai /B - the second exponential law,Q
i2I ABi Š A
P
i2I Bi (if Bi , i 2 I , are pair-wise disjoint) - the third exponential
law.
Birkhoff’s arithmetic of ordered sets has been generalized by several authors, see,
e.g., [5] and [9]. The concept of a cardinal power was extended to relational systems
in [7]. In this note, we will continue the study of the arithmetic of relational system.
In [8], M. Novotny´ and J. Sˇlapal introduced and studied new operations of product
and power of relational systems which satisfy the first exponential law. The new
product was defined by combining the direct (i.e., cardinal) operations of sum and
product, and the new power was defined as the intersection of the direct power and
another power of relational systems. In [1], Frantisˇek Bednarˇı´k and Josef Sˇlapal
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studied the subsystem of the cardinal power of relational systems carried by the set
of strong homomorphisms.
In the present paper, we will introduce a new operation of product of n-ary rela-
tional systems which generalizes the concept of combined product in [8]. Moreover,
we will study the subsystem of the direct power carried by the set of strong homo-
morphisms. We will prove the validity of the third exponential law and weak forms
of the first and second exponential laws.
2. COMBINED PRODUCT OF n-ARY RELATIONAL SYSTEMS
Throughout this paper, n denotes a positive integer. By an n-ary relation p
on a set A we mean a subset p  An. The pair .A;p/ is called an n-ary relational
system.
Let AD .A;p/;BD .B;q/ be a pair of n-ary relational systems. A mapping
f W B ! A is said to be a homomorphism of B into A if .x1; : : : ;xn/ 2 q implies
.f .x1/; : : : ;f .xn// 2 p. A homomorphism f of BD .B;q/ into AD .A;p/ is said
to be a strong homomorphism of B into A if, for every b1; : : : ;bn 2 B ,
.f .b1/; : : : ;f .bn// 2 p implies .b1; : : : ;bn/ 2 q. We denote by Hom.B;A/ the set
of all homomorphisms of B into A and by SHom.B;A/ the set of all strong homo-
morphisms of B into A.
If f WB!A is a bijection and both f WB!A and f  1 WA!B are homomorph-
isms, then f is called an isomorphism of B onto A. If there exists an isomorphism
of B onto A, we say that B and A are isomorphic, in symbols B Š A. An n-ary
relational system AD .A;p/ is said to be a subsystem of an n-ary relational system
BD .B;q/ if A B and p D q\An. Given a pair of n-ary relational systems A;B,
we write B 4 A if B can be embedded into A, i.e., if there is a relational subsystem
A0 of A such that BŠ A0.
The direct product of a family Ai D .Ai ;pi /; i 2 I; of n-ary relational systems is
the n-ary relational system
Q
i2I Ai D .
Q
i2I Ai ;q/ where
Q
i2I Ai is the cartesian
product of sets and, for any f1; : : : ;fn 2 Qi2I Ai ; .f1; : : : ;fn/ 2 q if and only if
.f1.i/; : : : ;fn.i// 2 pi for each i 2 I . If the set I is finite, say I D f1; : : : ;mg, then




The direct sum of a family Ai D .Ai ;pi /; i 2 I; of n-ary relational systems is the
n-ary relational system
P




i2I pi /. If the set I is finite, say
I D f1; : : : ;mg, then we write A1] : : :]Am instead of Pi2I Ai .
An n-ary relational system AD .A;p/ is said to be reflexive provided that
.a1;a2; : : : ;an/ 2 p whenever a1 D a2 D : : : D an. Let A D .A;p/ be an n-ary
relational system. We denote by Np the n-ary relational system on G such that, for
every a1; : : : ;an 2A, .a1; : : : ;an/2 Np if and only if a1D : : :D an or .a1; : : : ;an/2p.
The n-ary relational systems .A; Np/ is called the reflexive hull of A and is denoted by
NA:
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Let Ai D .Ai ;pi /; i 2 I; be a family of n-ary relational systems. The combined









 NAj if i D j;
Aj if i ¤ j:
Thus, for any .ai1I i 2 I /; : : : ; .ainI i 2 I /2
Q
i2I Ai we have .ai1I i 2 I /; : : : ; .ainI i 2
I /2 r if and only if there exists a subset J  I; card J  1; such that .ai1; : : : ;ain/2pi
for every i 2 I XJ and ai1 D ai2 D : : :D ain for every i 2 J:
If the set I is finite, say I D f1; : : : ;mg, we write A1 ˝ : : :˝Am instead ofN
i2I Ai . We then clearly have A1˝ : : :˝Am D .A11A12 : : :A1m/] .A21
A22 : : :A2m/] : : :].Am1Am2 : : : ;Amm/D . NA1A2 : : :Am/].A1 NA2
: : :Am/] : : :] .A1A2 : : : NAm/.
In particular, if I D f1;2g, then, for any .a1;b1/; : : : ; .an;bn/ 2 A1A2,
..a1;b1/; : : : ; .an;bn// 2 r if and only if one of the following three conditions is sat-
isfied:
(i) .a1; : : : ;an/ 2 p1 and .b1; : : : ;bn/ 2 p2;
(ii) a1 D a2 D : : :D an and .b1; : : : ;bn/ 2 p2;
(iii) .a1; : : : ;an/ 2 p1 and b1 D b2 D : : :D bn.
Example 1. Let A D .A;p/;B D .B;q/ be binary relational systems where A D
f1;2g;B D fa;bg;pD f.1;2/g and qD f.a;b/g. Then A˝BD .AB;r/ where r D
f..1;a/; .2;b//; ..1;a/; .1;b//; ..2;a/; .2;b//; ..1;a/; .2;a//; ..1;b/; .2;
b//g.
Example 2. Let A D .A;p/;B D .B;q/ be binary relational systems where A D
f1;2g;B D fag;p D f.1;2/g and q D f.a;a/g. Then A˝BD .AB;r/ where r D
f..1;a/; .2;a//; ..1;a/; .1;a//; ..2;a/; .2;a//g. Thus, A˝B is reflexive.
Remark 1. Let Ai ; i 2 I; be a family of n-ary relational systems. If Ai is reflexive
for every i 2 I , then Qi2I Ai DNi2I Ai . If at most one of the n-ary relational
systems Ai ; i 2 I; is not reflexive, then Ni2I Gi is reflexive.
First, we will show that the combined product of n-ary relational systems distrib-
utes over their direct sum.
Proposition 1. Let AD .A;p/ and Bi D .Bi ;qi /, i 2 I , be n-ary relational sys-
tems. Then A˝Pi2I Bi DPi2I .A˝Bi /:
Proof. Let
P
i2I Bi D .
S
i2I Bi ; s/;A˝Bi D .ABi ; ri / for each i 2 I , A˝P
i2I Bi D .A
S
i2I Bi ;u/ and
P
i2I .A˝Bi /D .
S
i2I .ABi /;v/:We will show
that, for every






.ABi /; ..a1;b1/; : : : ; .an;bn// 2 u
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if and only if ..a1;b1/; : : : ; .an;bn// 2 v . It is easy to see that the following five
conditions are equivalent:
(1) ..a1;b1/; : : : ; .an;bn// 2 u;
(2) one of the following three cases occurs:
(i) .a1; : : : ;an/ 2 p and .b1; : : : ;bn/ 2 s;
(ii) a1 D a2 D : : :D an and .b1; : : : ;bn/ 2 s;
(iii) .a1; : : : ;an/ 2 p and b1 D b2 D : : :D bn;
(3) one of the following three cases occurs:
(i) .a1; : : : ;an/ 2 p and .b1; : : : ;bn/ 2 qi for some i 2 I;
(ii) a1 D a2 D : : :D an and .b1; : : : ;bn/ 2 qi for some i 2 I;
(iii) .a1; : : : ;an/ 2 p and b1 D b2 D : : :D bn;
(4) ..a1;b1/; : : : ; .an;bn// 2 ri for some i 2 I ;
(5) ..a1;b1/; : : : ; .an;bn// 2 v.
This proves the statement.

3. POWER OF RELATIONAL SYSTEMS WITH RESPECT TO STRONG
HOMOMORPHISMS
Definition 1. Let BD .B;q/ and AD .A;p/ be n-ary relational systems. The dir-
ect power of A and B is the n-ary relational system .Hom.B;A/; r/ where, for any
f1; : : : ;fn 2 Hom.B;A/, .f1; : : : ;fn/ 2 r if and only if .f1.x/; : : : ;
fn.x// 2 p for each x 2 B: The subsystem .SHom.B;A/; r \ .SHom.B;A//n/ of
the direct power .Hom.B;A/; r/ of A and B is called the direct power of A and B
with respect to strong homomorphisms.
For any pair of n-ary relational systems A, B, we denote by AB and A˘B the direct
power and the direct power with respect to strong homomorphisms, respectively, of
A and B.
It is easy to see that the direct power AB of n-ary relational systems is reflexive
whenever A is reflexive.
Example 3. Let A D .A;p/;B D .B;q/ be binary relational systems where A D
f1;2g;B D fag;p D AA and q D f.a;a/g. Assume that f W A! B is a map
given by f .1/ D f .2/ D a. Then, Hom.A;B/ D SHom.A;B/ D ff g and A˘B D
.SHom.B;A/; s/ where s D f.f;f /g.
Example 4. Let A D .A;p/;B D .B;q/ be binary relational systems where A D
f1;2;3g;BDfa;bg;pDf.1;1/; .2;2/; .3;3/; .1;2/; .2;1/; .1;3/; .3;1/; .2;3/g and qD
B B . Then, every map of A into B is a homomorphism of A into B . Assume that
f;g W A! B are maps given by f .1/ D f .2/ D a;f .3/ D b and g.1/ D g.3/ D
a;g.2/ D b. Then, SHom.A;B/ D ff;gg and A˘B D .SHom.B;A/; s/ where s D
SHom.A;B/SHom.A;B/.
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We will show now that, for the combined product of n-ary relational systems
and their power with respect to strong homomorphisms, weak forms of the first and
second exponential laws hold.
Theorem 1. Let A;B;C be n-ary relational systems. Then
A˘.B˝C/ 4 .A˘B/˘C:
Proof. Let AD .A;q/;BD .B;p/;CD .C;s/;A˘B D .SHom.B;A/; r/;
B˝AD .B A;v/; .A˘B/˘C D .SHom.C;SHom.B;A//; t/ and A˘.B˝C/ D
.SHom.B˝C;A/;u/ be n-ary relational systems.
We define a map ˛ WSHom.B˝C;A/!SHom.C;SHom.B;A// by ˛.h/.c/.b/D
h.b;c/ whenever h 2 SHom.B˝C;A/, c 2 C and b 2 B .
Let h 2 SHom.B˝C;A/, c 2 C and .b1; : : : ;bn/ 2 q. Consequently,
..b1; c/; : : : ; .bn; c// 2 v. Since h is a homomorphism, we have .h.b1; c/; : : : ;
h.bn; c// 2 p. Thus, .˛.h/.c/.b1/; : : : ;˛.h/.c/.bn// D .h.b1; c/; : : : ;h.bn; c// 2 p.
Therefore, ˛.h/.c/ 2Hom.B;A/ for each c 2 C .
Let b1; : : : ;bn 2 B and .˛.h/.c/.b1/; : : : ;˛.h/.c/.bn// 2 p: Then .˛.h/.c/.b1/;
: : : ;˛.h/.c/.bn//D .h.b1; c/; : : : ;h.bn; c// 2 p. Since h is a strong homomorphism,
we get ..b1; c/; : : : ; .bn; c//2 v. Thus, .b1; : : : ;bn/2 q: Then, ˛.h/.c/2SHom.B;A/
for each c 2 C .
Next, let .c1; : : : ; cn/ 2 s. Then ..b;c1/; : : : ; .b;cn// 2 v. Since h is a homo-
morphism, we get .h.b;c1/; : : : ;h.b;cn// 2 p. So .˛.h/.b/.c1/; : : : ;˛.h/.b/.cn//
D .h.b;c1/; : : : ;h.b;cn// 2 p. Consequently, .˛.h/.c1/; : : : ;˛.h/.cn// 2 r . Hence,
˛.h/ 2Hom.C;Hom.B;A//.
Let c1; : : : ; cn 2 C and .˛.h/.c1/; : : : ;˛.h/.cn// 2 r: Then .˛.h/.c1/b; : : : ;
˛.h/.cn/b/2p, hence .˛.h/.b/.c1/; : : : ;˛.h/.b/.cn//D .h.b;c1/; : : : ;h.b;cn//2p:
Now, as h is a strong homomorphism, it follows that ..b;c1/; : : : ; .b;cn// 2 v: Hence
.c1; : : : ; cn/ 2 s. Therefore, ˛.h/ 2 SHom.C;Hom.B;A//.
We will show that ˛ is a homomorphisms. Let .h1; : : : ;hn/ 2 u, .c1; : : : ; cn/ 2 s
and .b1; : : : ;bn/ 2 q. Then we have ..b1; c1/; : : : ; .bn; cn// 2 v and, consequently,
.h1.b1; c1/; : : : ;hn.bn; cn// 2 p. Therefore, .˛.h1/.c1/.b1/; : : : ;
˛.hn/.cn/.bn// D .h1.b1; c1/; : : : ;hn.bn; cn// 2 p: Hence, .˛.h1/.c1/; : : : ;
˛.hn/.cn// 2 r , so that .˛.h1/; : : : ;˛.hn// 2 t . Thus, ˛ is a homomorphism.
Finally, we will show that ˛ is an injection. Let ˛.h1/D ˛.h2/ for a pair h1;h2 2
SHom.B˝C;A/: Then ˛.h1/cD ˛.h2/c for every c 2C and we have ˛.h1/.c/bD
˛.h2/.c/b for every c 2 C and b 2 B . Hence h1.b;c/D h2.b;c/ for every .b;c/ 2
B C: Thus, h1 D h2 and we have shown that ˛ is an injection.
Therefore ˛ is an embedding of A˘.B˝C/ into .A˘B/˘C and the proof is complete.

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Theorem 2. Let Ai D .Ai ;pi /; i 2 I; be a family of n-ary relational systems and






Proof. Let Ai D .Ai ;pi / for every i 2 I , B D .B;q/, Ni2I Ai D .Qi2I Ai ; r/,
A˘Bi D .SHom.B;Ai /;ui / for every i 2 I ,
N





i2I Ai /˘B D .Hom.B;
N
i2I Ai /; t/.
We define a map ˛ WQi2I SHom.B;Ai /! .Qi2I Ai /H by ˛.f i I i 2 I /.b/ D
.f i .b/I i 2 I / for each b 2 B .
Let .f i I i 2 I /2Qi2I SHom.B;Ai / and .b1; : : : ;bn/2 q. Since f i 2Hom.B;Ai /,
we have .f i .b1/; : : : ;f i .bn// 2 pi for every i 2 I . Then ..f i .b1/I i
2 I /; : : : ; .f i .bn/I i 2 I //2 r and we have .˛.f i I i 2 I /.b1/; : : : ;˛.f i I i 2 I /.bn//2
r . Therefore, ˛.f i I i 2 I / 2Hom.B;Ni2I Ai /.
Let .f i I i 2 I / 2Qi2I SHom.B;Ai / and
.˛.f i I i 2 I /.b1/; : : : ;˛.f i I i 2 I /.bn// 2 r:
Consequently, ..f i .b1/I i 2 I /; : : : ; .f i .bn/I i 2 I // 2 r . Therefore,
.f i .b1/; : : : ;f
i .bn//2pi for every i 2 I . As f i is a strong homomorphism for every




We will show that ˛ is a homomorphism. Let .f i1 I i 2 I /; : : : ; .f in I i 2 I / 2Q
i2I SHom.B;Ai / and ..f i1 I i 2 I /; : : : ; .f in I i 2 I // 2 s: Let J  I , card J  1.
Consequently, .f i1 ; : : : ;f
i
n / 2 ui for every i 2 I X J and f i1 D f i2 D : : : D f in for
every i 2 J: Hence, .f i1 .b/; : : : ;f in .b// 2 pi for every i 2 I X J and every b 2
B and f i1 .b/ D f i2 .b/ D : : : D f in .b/ for every i 2 J and every b 2 B . Hence,
..f i1 .b/I i 2 I /; : : : ; .f in .b/I i 2 I // 2 r for every b 2 B . Therefore, .˛.f i1 I i 2
I /.b/; : : : ;˛.f in I i 2 I /.b//2 r for every b 2B and then .˛.f i1 I i 2 I /; : : : ;˛.f in I i 2
I // 2 t . Thus, ˛ is a homomorphism of Ni2I .A˘Bi / into .Ni2I Ai /˘B:
Suppose that ˛.f i I i 2 I / D ˛.gi I i 2 I / where .f i I i 2 I /; .gi I i 2 I / 2Q
i2I SHom.B;Ai /: Then .f i .b/I i 2 I /D ˛.f i I i 2 I /.b/D ˛.gi I i 2 I /.b/D
.gi .b/I i 2 I / for every b 2 B . Therefore, f i .b/ D gi .b/ for every i 2 I and
every b 2 B: Hence, f i D gi for every i 2 I: Thus, ˛: Qi2I SHom.B;Ai /!
SHom.B;
N
i2I Ai / is an injection. We have shown that
N




Next, we will show that, for the powers of n-ary relational systems with respect to
strong homomorphisms, the third exponential law holds.
Theorem 3. Let A be an n-ary relational system and let Bi , i 2 I , be a family of
pair-wise disjoint n-ary relational systems. Then






Proof. Let A D .A;p/, Bi D .Bi ;qi / for every i 2 I , Pi2I Bi D .Pi2I Bi ;v/,
A˘Bi D .SHom.Bi ;A/; ri / for every i 2 I , Qi2I A˘Bi D .Qi2I SHom.Bi ;A/;
t/ and A˘
P
i2I Bi D .SHom.Pi2I Bi ;A/;u/:
We define a map ' WQi2I SHom.Bi ;A/! SHom.Pi2I Bi ;A/ by '.f i I i 2
I / D h where h.t/ D f i .t/ whenever t 2 Hi (and i 2 I /: Let .b1; : : : ;bn/ 2 qi for
any i 2 I . Since fi is a homomorphism, we have .'.f i I i 2 I /b1; : : : ; .f i I i 2
I /bn/D .h.b1/; : : : ; .h.bn//D .f i .b1/; : : : ; .f i .bn//
2 r for any i 2 I . Then '.f i I i 2 I / 2Hom.Pi2I Bi ;A/:
Let .'.f i I i 2 I /b1; : : : ; .f i I i 2 I /bn/ for every b1; : : : ;bn 2 B: Thus,
..f i .b1/; : : : ; .f
i .bn//D .h.b1/; : : : ; .h.bn//D'.f i I i 2 I /b1; : : : ; .f i I i 2 I /bn/2
r for any i 2 I . Since f i is a strong homomorphism, we have .b1; : : : ;bn/ 2 qi for
any i 2 I . Therefore, '.f i I i 2 I / 2 SHom.Pi2I Bi ;A/.
Further, we define a map ˛ W SHom.Pi2I Bi ;A/!Qi2I SHom.Bi ;A/ by
˛.h/ D .f i I i 2 I / whenever h 2 SHom.Pi2I Bi ;A/ where f i D hjBi
for every i 2 I: It is easy to see that fi is a strong homomorphism of Bi into A
for every i 2 I . It follows that ˛.h/ 2Qi2I SHom.Bi ;A/.
We will show that both ' and ˛ are homomorphisms. Let .f i1 I i 2 I /; : : : ;
.f in I i 2 I / 2
Q
i2I SHom.Bi ;A/ and ..f i1 I i 2 I /; : : : ; .f in I i 2 I // 2 T . Con-
sequently, .f i1 ; : : : ;f
i
n / 2 ri for each i 2 I . Then
.f i1 .b/; : : : ;f
i
n .b//D .h1.b/; : : : ;hn.b// 2 p
for each i 2 I and b 2Pi2I Bi . Therefore, .'.f i1 I i 2 I /; : : : ;'.f in I i 2 I // 2 u.
Thus, ' is a homomorphism.
Let h1; : : : ;hn 2 SHom.Pi2I Bi ;A/ and .h1; : : : ;hn/ 2 U . Then .h1jBi .b/;
: : : ;hnjBi .b//D .f i1 .b/; : : : ;f in .b// 2 p for any i 2 I and b 2
P
i2I Bi . Therefore,
.f i1 ; : : : ;f
i
n / 2 ri . Thus, ..f i1 I i 2 I /; : : : ; .f in I i 2 I // 2 T and then
.˛.h1/; : : : ;˛.hn// 2 t .
It follows that ' is an isomorphism with ' 1 D ˛. 
Remark 2. An n-ary hyperalgebra is an .nC1/-ary relational system GD .G;p/
such that, for any x1; : : : ;xn 2G; there exists y 2G with .x1; :::;xn;y/2p (cf. [10]).
The .nC1/-ary relation p on G may then be considered to be a map p W Gn! exp
G and it is called an n-ary hyperoperation on G; we write y 2 p.x1; : : : ;xn/ instead
of .x1; : : : ;xn;y/ 2 p. If such y is unique whenever x1; : : : ;xn 2G, then the .nC1/-
ary relational system G is nothing but an n-ary algebra (cf. [6]). The .nC 1/-ary
relation p may then be considered to be a map p W Gn! G and it is called an n-ary
operation on G; we write y D p.x1; : : : ;xn/ instead of .x1; : : : ;xn;y/ 2 p. Powers
of hyperalgebras were studied in [10] and those of algebras in [4]. Of course, if
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A;B are n-ary algebras (hyperalgebras), then the power A˘B need not be an n-ary
algebra (hyperalgebra). So, it is an open problem to find conditions under which the
three exponential laws or at least their week forms are satisfied for n-ary algebras
(hyperalgebras).
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